
“McGraw-Hill has long been known as a publisher of high-quality science materials. That expertise, 
as well as a knack for attractive yet simple integration of video, makes AccessScience a hit.”

—Library Journal

“The first place to go on the Internet to start your research.”
—The Book Report

“Highly recommended. Lower-level undergraduate through faculty/researchers; general readers.”
—Choice Review Online

TM

Authoritative and comprehensive, AccessScience provides students 
with an up-to-date, easy-to-use gateway to scientific knowledge, 
from basic introductory material to extended article entries and live 
journal citations in key scientific areas including biology, earth and 
environmental sciences, chemistry, physics, and beyond. 

With contributions from the world’s top researchers—including 
38 Nobel Laureates—and edited specifically to engage 
undergraduates, AccessScience links students to the lives and 
works of world-renowned experts, making science accessible and 
interesting while increasing scientific knowledge and competence.  

Based on the McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science & Technology, AccessScience’s articles stay current on 
the most significant scientific findings and breakthroughs with updates from the annual McGraw-Hill Yearbook 
of Science & Technology. Plus AccessScience’s editorial team is composed of veteran scientists and scientific 
writers with deep experience in making complex subjects accessible and exciting to newcomers.

The result: accurate, up-to-date, compelling articles that ignite the fire of discovery in students. 

www.AccessScience.com

Library Journal Winner: 
BEST DATABASES — 

BEST IN MEDIA

AccessScience features: 

 More than 9,000 articles and research updates with literature 
citations—many actively linked—and extensive cross-referencing 

 More than 16,000 vivid color images and compelling videos and 
animations that bring topics to life on the screen

 Intriguing biographies of nearly 3,000 well-known scientists 

 100,000-plus definitions drawn from McGraw-Hill Dictionary of 
Scientific and Technical Terms 

 A continually updated science and technology newsfeed from 
Science News

 A handy study center with Q&As, study guides, bibliographies, 
and essay topics 



TM

By connecting students with the world’s best scientific minds—their thinking, their careers, the 
effect of their work on the world at large—AccessScienceeffect of their work on the world at large—AccessScienceeffect of their work on the world at large—  changes students’ relationship with 
science by making it clear and accessible in a way they may never have experienced before. 
Dynamic and responsive to the needs of students today, AccessScience also offers a wide 
array of technical features that help support student research, including: 

 Semantic search, a Google-style search engine that yields comprehensive search results
across all content types 

 Downloadable images, videos, and animations to help make classroom presentations come alive
with engaging visuals 

 Content sharing that allows students to bookmark, post, and share content and features
on Facebook, Twitter, and other social networking sites 

 Personalization with My AccessScience, which gives students the ability to save search results 
and images, and bookmark and archive their favorite AccessScience content

Try AccessScience Today— www.AccessScience.com

AccessScienceMcGrawHill @AccessScience

“Whether you seek a brief entry or a long one, AccessScience delivers…Entries 
are updated as needed…You just want the right ‘hits,’ no sorting, filtering, endless 

browsing, or something only delivered by a single source product. AccessScience is 
a core title of any science library collection.”

—James A. Buczynski, Information Resources Librarian, Seneca College

“AccessScience...offers videos and animations, study guides for AP, bibliography and 
citation links, and weekly news about breakthroughs and discoveries in the world of 

science and technology. Of particular interest are the animated learning modules that 
illustrate complex concepts and microscopic biological processes clearly and succinctly.”

—Library Media Connections




